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Introduction
The Wings of Rogallo (or “WOR”) is designated by the State of California Department of Parks
and Recreation through a special use permit to administer paragliding and hang gliding activities
within Mt. Diablo State Park (herein referred to as “Mt. Diablo”). The purpose of these
procedures is to describe the site characteristics to pilots, and to inform pilots of their
responsibilities while flying at Mt. Diablo.

Site Overview
Mt. Diablo is an ideal site for advanced rated pilots to paraglide and hang glide. It is a complex
site with multiple launches at different altitudes and in different directions, as well as several
designated landing zones. The launch areas are accessible by hiking trails and by vehicles.

Launches

Juniper Campground Launch
“Juniper Launch” is a large, grassy, gently sloping ridge facing West-Southwest. The launch
altitude is approximately 2850ft MSL. This site should only be used in West to Southwest wind
conditions, or in very weak Northeast conditions when local lee-side thermals are strong enough
to completely block the prevailing wind. The “1000 foot” landing area is straight out from launch.
There are camping facilities adjacent to this launch site. Pilots may unload their gear from
vehicles adjacent to the launch area, but should park in the large parking lot at the entrance to
Juniper Campground away from the campsites. Pilots must not park in the campground, since
parking spaces are reserved for campers with reservations.

This launch area is large enough to safely top-land under certain conditions. Pilots are
permitted to do so when the launch area is clear of pilots and spectators.



Recommended wind limits and glide ratio to landing zone

Wing Type Min Ideal Max Glide ratio to
Thousand Footer
LZ

HG 0 mph 15 mph 25 mph 4.1:1

PG 0 mph 7 mph 20 mph

RDS / American Towers Launch
The Tower launch is 3,600′ MSL and approximately 2900′ above the closest landing areas. This
area is outside the responsibility of the State Parks. State Parks assumes no liability for the use
or misuse of this site. This is the most sensitive launch site at Mount Diablo. Pilots accessing
the site must be accompanied by a Site Committee member. No more than five (5) gliders are
allowed on launch at a time. Only one vehicle at a time may be down at the tower launch area
and must not disrupt the communication workers or their vehicles at any time. Pilots should
unload gliders and park vehicles in the Lower Summit Parking Lot.



Recommended wind limits and glide ratio to landing zone

Wing Type Min Ideal Max Glide ratio to
Mitchell Canyon
LZ

HG 3 mph 7 mph 10 mph 6:1

PG 3 mph 5 mph 10 mph

South Launch
This launch faces south-southeast directly off the graded pad of a former communications tower
site, adjacent to the Juniper Trail and Summit Road.

The launch is at 3,600’ MSL. Curry Point landing zone is 1,800 MSL and the Thousand is
1,000’. This launch affords plenty of room for set up and launching with no significant
obstructions.



The primary landing areas for this launch are Curry Point and the Thousand-Footer. Access to
this launch is from the Juniper Trail. No parking or off-loading is permitted along Summit Road.
Vehicular parking must occur at the Lower Summit Parking Lot.

Recommended wind limits and glide ratio to landing zone

Wing Type Min Ideal Max Glide ratio to
Curry Point LZ

HG 3 mph 7 mph 10 mph 5.6:1

PG 3 mph 5 mph 10 mph

Landing zones
Mt. Diablo has several landing zones, and there are several other landing zones outside of the
park boundaries.

Thousand Footer LZ
The Thousand Footer LZ is located adjacent to Burma Fire Road Trail. Its elevation is 1000ft
MSL, and it is located near the 1000ft elevation point on Northgate Road. As you are driving up
Northgate Road, you will see a 1000’ elevation sign and a trail head on the right side of the
road. There is a gate and fire road which is used to access the landing zone (LZ) at the rear of
the LZ, and a few oak trees at the far northern end of the area. It is advisable to check the



landing conditions prior to heading up to launch and mount a windsock or other directional
device toward the middle of the landing zone. Please be aware that turbulence is known to
occur (even in very light breezes). Any wind indicators placed in the LZ must be removed the
same day.

Mitchell Canyon
Located at the end of Mitchell Canyon Road in Clayton, at the entrance of the park. this is the
largest designated LZ at Mount Diablo, with few obstacles. There is a residential powerline
opposite the road along the western edge of the field, and a relatively low tree line along the
eastern edge. This is an easy landing site but remember it’s a 6:1 glide ratio from the Tower
launch site. All wind flagging will be removed after each flight.

Plateau
The landing area is east of the Mitchell Canyon LZ, and is bounded on two sides by Mitchell
Creek and the northern boundary of the Park in Clayton. The field can be accessed through the
footpath entrance to the Park on Mount Tamalpais Drive. The field slopes gently uphill in the
westerly direction, and undulates somewhat in the north-south direction. Typically, this LZ is
selected over the Mitchell Canyon field if westerly wind has developed at the lower altitudes
after launching from the Tower. Turbulence from the Mt. Zion quarry can be avoided by circling
down over the Park lands further to the east of the Plateau, then making a final approach in the
smoother air over the LZ. The Plateau has a 6:1 glide ratio from the Tower Launch.

Curry Point
Is located approximately one mile down the South Gate Road from the midpoint Junction
Ranger Station near the Curry Point Parking Area. The site is an uphill landing zone favorable
in southeast to southwest winds. This is a possible landing zone for the South Launch. There
are no significant obstacles at this LZ, but pilots should be aware that this landing zone
can be turbulent in northwest/north wind conditions. In addition, helicopters may use the
landing pad near the landing area on rare occasions. If any helicopters are noticed in the area,
use another landing area if possible.

Macedo Ranch
The landing area is east of the Macedo Ranch Staging Area parking lot, and well above the
adjoining access path. This is an uphill landing zone 2,100’ vertical from Juniper Ridge launch. It
is a 6.3 to 1 glide and 700’ MSL. Vehicles access from Green Valley Road that crosses Stone
Valley Road in Danville. Day Use Fees are collected.



Lime Ridge
This landing area is outside the responsibility of the State Parks. WOR has a special
agreement with the City of Walnut Creek. State Parks assumes no liability for the use or misuse
of this site. This landing zone is an alternative to the Thousand-Footer when south-to-west
winds are stronger, making the Thousand-Footer a difficult landing site. This hillside LZ has no
significant obstacles, and is well removed from the access path.

Flying Requirements

Insurance and memberships
All pilots flying at Mission under WOR's Special Use Agreement must also be members of
USHPA, in order to have appropriate 3rd party liability insurance.

Visiting pilots
Visiting pilots should sign up for a free visiting pilot WOR membership, which allows flying at
Mission for a limited number of days per calendar year. Additional details are provided in the
club's bylaws and on the club's website. Foreign pilots must also obtain a 10-day temporary
USHPA membership, which can be issued by any USHPA instructor or tandem pilot. Foreign
pilots must follow the pilot proficiency requirements for the USHPA rating level that is equivalent
to that of their foreign license.

Signing in
Every pilot flying at Mt. Diablo must sign in before flying. A sign-in box is located on the back
side of the Junction ranger station

Tandem flights
Tandem flights are prohibited at Mt. Diablo.

Park hours
Flying activity at Mt. Diablo is permitted from 8am to one hour before sunset.



Safety

Pilots must
● Wear a helmet when flying.
● Fly with a reserve parachute.
● Adhere to all Federal Air Regulations (FARs).
● Land in the designated landing zones when landing within the park boundaries, unless

top landing, or in case of an emergency.
● Comply with all terms and conditions indicated in these site procedures, as well as with

any additional terms and conditions formally communicated by WOR officers.

Pilots must not
● Launch anywhere outside of the designated launch areas
● Smoke anywhere in the park.
● Use or be under the influence of drugs or alcohol anywhere in the park.
● Accompany pets in the launch and landing areas.
● Perform acrobatic maneuvers (for example: infinite tumble, SAT, helicopter, loops, barrel

rolls) at an altitude which does not allow for a safe reserve deployment.
● Fly at high speed close to terrain (“proximity flying”).

Pilots should
● Fly with a radio and phone

Vehicle Operations
● Vehicles may only park in the designated parking areas.
● All drivers must hold a valid driver’s license and all vehicles must carry

appropriate insurance.
● Day-use fees apply.
● Pilots must identify themselves as they pass through the entrance gates.
● Parking in the Juniper campground is reserved for registered campers. The Rangers will

cite all other vehicles parked in the campground. Park in the open area near the main
road and not in the campground.

● Vehicles may not be left in the park overnight. If a flight takes the pilot out of the park, it
is the pilot's responsibility to remove their vehicle before the park closes. If the pilot
cannot make it back to the park, the rangers must be notified to prevent ticketing of the
vehicle.



Emergency Procedures
● In case of an emergency, for fire, ambulance, police, or ranger dispatch, call Northern

Dispatch for State Parks at (916) 358-0333
● 911 will also work, but may take longer.
● The emergency 2m radio frequency is: 147.495 MHz.

Pilot Proficiency Requirements
Pilots possessing an Advanced (P4 or H4) or higher USHPA rating, and visiting pilots with a
foreign rating equivalent to a P4 or H4 may fly at Mt. Diablo within the parameters described in
these Site Procedures.

Mini wings
Mini wings and speed wings are not currently permitted at Mt. Diablo.

Pilot Identification
Pilots must carry a copy of their WOR membership card (either electronic or a physical copy)
which shows their current USHPA rating.

Instruction
Instruction is prohibited at Mt. Diablo.

Violations
Mt. Diablo Site Committee members and WOR club officers may issue warnings or suspensions
to pilots who violate any site procedures or jeopardize the flying site. All disciplinary action that
is taken by Site Committee members must be reported to the Mt. Diablo Site Chairperson as
soon as possible. The Mt. Diablo Site Chairperson must then report the disciplinary action to
the Executive Board as soon as possible. Additional disciplinary action, or a dismissal of the
original disciplinary action, may be taken by the Executive Board upon further review of the
incident.



Any pilot who witnesses a violation of any of these site procedures should report the incident to
a Mt. Diablo Site Committee member as soon as possible. Serious violations of park
ordinances, bylaws, or laws, should also be reported to a park ranger.

Site Committee
The Mt. Diablo Site Committee is in charge of ensuring safe flight operations at Mt. Diablo. A
list of current Site Committee members and contact information is posted on the club’s website.

https://wingsofrogallo.org/mission-ridge/#tab-6

